Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers in Medicine

Your Medical Imaging Partner for Clinical Trials with special advantages
Interested in Advanced Medical Imaging services and improving their trials by safely detecting and monitoring early biological changes in the organs and tissues as a consequence of a given therapy.

QUIBIM
Advanced Imaging Corelab for your clinical trials

Step-up your clinical trials!

CRO’s and Pharma Companies

Interested in Advanced Medical Imaging services and improving their trials by safely detecting and monitoring early biological changes in the organs and tissues as a consequence of a given therapy.

Special advantages

Centralized Medical Imaging Management and Storage
QUIBIM has developed its Cloud-Based Medical Imaging Platform allowing easy multi-center trials management and high data storage capacity.

Quality Check Analysis and Queries Management
QUIBIM offers a comprehensive image management for clinical trials, including the image quality check analysis, training and queries management.

Centralized Radiological and Nuclear Medicine Image Reading
Our radiologists and nuclear medicine experts are comprehensive reports and accurate evaluations of the clinical impact.

Quantitative Image Analysis
QUIBIM provides a great variety of ‘Imaging Biomarkers’ for the objective quantification of drug safety and therapeutic effectiveness.

Consulting services: Image Quality Control and Statistical Data Analysis
QUIBIM provides on-site image sequence optimization and reports of the most relevant statistics results about the clinical problem and groups of interest.
QUIBIM in Clinical Trials as medical imaging partner

Our Workflow

We help you in all the steps of the workflow:

1. Sponsor
2. CRO
3. Super User

Our solution

- Upload your images through QUIBIM Precision® web Platform and anonymize your DICOM studies directly with our built-in anonymizer.
- Discover our quantitative Imaging Biomarkers solutions for Clinical Trials.
- Monitor the effectiveness of the treatment with our DataMiner tool.

Quibim Precision Platform®
Try Quibim advantages. Contact us.
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